Dear Group analytic section delegates
The delegates meeting and the four section conference in Berlin is going to take place less than
four months ahead. I want to encourage you and the members of your organizations to register
to the conference as long as the early bird fee is still on. It is much lower than the full price
after that. And for trainees it is only 125 euro. You can find the full program and the registration
form in our website.
The full details of the delegates meeting which will start two days before the conference are as
follows:
Wednesday, 24.06
09.00 - 10.00

Registration

10.00 - 10.45

Historical presentation

10.45 - 11.15

exchange

11.15 - 11.45

Coffee break

11.45 - 12.15

Report of the president
Board: Financial report, etc.

12.15 - 13.00

Exchange/Discussion

13.00 - 14.30

Lunch

14.30 - 15.00

Quo Vadis, EFPP: Introduction & organizing

15.00 - 16.30

Discussion groups with prepared questions and facilitators/conveners

16.30 - 17.00

Coffee break

17.00 - 18.00

Discussion /Plenum

20.00

Buffet

Thursday, 25.06
09.00 - 11.00

Section meetings: Information, Discussion, Elections, etc.

11.00 - 11.30

Coffee Break

11.30 - 12.30

Reporting Back

12.30 - 13.00

Election president

13.00 - 14.30

Lunch

14.30 - 16.30

New Board presentation and perspectives
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Pay attention that on the first day of the delegate meeting we have discussion groups and the
facilitators\conveners of these groups should be from our section. Those of you of are coming to
the delegates meeting and are ready to convene such a group please let me know in order to
prepare for these groups.
Warmest regards,
Gila

Gila Ofer, Ph.D
Training psychoanalyst and group analyst
Tel Aviv Institute of Contemporary Psychoanalysis
Israeli Institute of Group Analysis
Chair of group analysis section and board member EFPP
Editor in chief of the EFPP Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy Review
Gilaofer79@gmail.com

